
Listen to BTS Jungkook’s Dreamy Cover of Dan + Shay and Justin Bieber’s ‘10,000 Hours’

BigHit Entertainment/Twitter

BTS member, Jeon Jungkook, released a dreamy cover of ‘10,000 Hours’ by Dan + Shay and Justin Bieber.

Jungkook has a tendency to steal ARMY’s hearts with his surprise pop music covers on BTS’ Soundcloud account. This time is a beautiful rendition of Dan + Shay and Justin Bieber’s hit single.
Jungkook’s silky smooth vocals over a soft R&B/country/pop track makes for an awesome cover track.

“I’d spend ten thousand hours and ten thousand more/ Oh, if that’s what it takes to learn that sweetheart of yours/ And I might never get there, but I’m gonna try/ If it’s ten thousand hours or the
rest of my life,” the lyrics read.
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Jungkook has released English covers before, including Justin Bieber’s songs “2U,” “Nothing Like Us,” and “Purpose.” His new track gets fans even more excited for what is to come from the
band’s new venture. “10,000 Hours,” comes after the news of the South Korean band announcing plans for a new single, fully in English, coming August 21.

“Due to COVID-19, people around the world have been going through tough times and we wanted to share some positive energy with our fans,” the group said in a statement.

The boys released older tracks in English like “Mic Drop Remix” and “Waste It On Me,” both of which had been collaborative efforts with producer, Steve Aoki.

Fans online have been enjoying the Golden Maknae’s soft-pop ballad. Even some Justin Bieber fans, called Beliebers, have enjoyed the song as well.
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Since Jungkook’s English cover is as good as it gets, there should be no worries about the band’s upcoming single in the next few weeks.
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